February 27, 1994, police responded to silent 911 calls from Olivia Mabel's home. "Dead at the Altar: The Anatomy Of A Mistake. The Tragic Death of Jesica Santillan. 2003 Mar 16. Correspondent Carol Kopp. Since the death of Jesica Santillan, Duke Hospital has put steps into place to prevent such a tragedy from happening again. Everyone directly involved in the organ transplant process is now required to check and double check the blood type of an organ donor and recipient before a transplant ever takes place. Is there a reason why those processes weren't in place before? Following investigations triggered by the death of Jesica Santillan, federal government regulators cited Duke University Hospital for multiple deficiencies in its organ transplant procedures. The hospital has since taken corrective action and is now in full compliance with all regulations. © 2003 CBS. The Death of Tragedy has 150 ratings and 18 reviews. Bryn said: "(2016 read) It's encyclopedic on tragedy, and perhaps the main profit to be had from it is... The very passion and insight with which he writes about the tragedies that have moved him prove that the vision still lives and that words can still enlighten and reveal."—R.B. Sewall, New York Times Book Review. "A remarkable achievement. . . . The knowledge is marshalled here with the skill and authority of a great general, and from it a large strategic argument emerges with clarity and force. . . . A brilliantly thoughtful and eloquent book which deserves to be read with the greatest attention and respect.”—Philip Toynbee, The Observer.